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Jack Turner comes back to Culpepper to give a series of lectures for his old history professor.

Within days, he starts having bizarre experiences at night. Like heâ€™s traveling back in time,

experiencing the epic events in his lectures firsthand. He has no control over these experiences and

canâ€™t make them stop. Joe Boyd thought heâ€™d left big city crime back in Pittsburgh when he

took a detective job in Culpepper, Georgia, a sleepy southern college town. His peaceful life ends

when two students turn up dead in two weeks. The coroner is saying natural causes, but something

doesnâ€™t add up.Rachel Cook, a teaching assistant at Culpepper, canâ€™t believe Jack is back in

her life again. Sheâ€™s had a crush on him since she was fourteen, but Jack never knew. He

instantly seems attracted to her, but she can tellâ€¦something is deeply troubling him.Watching all

this from a distance is Nigel Avery. Heâ€™s certain this experimentâ€™s about to unravel. Itâ€™ll be

his job to tie up all the loose ends when it does.Bestselling author Dan Walsh is known for

page-turning storylines. Fans of his novels The Discovery and What Follows After will especially

loveâ€¦When Night Comes.
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I had the chance to get a free e-book version of this book from the author to review, but I don't like

e-books, and he being a favorite author of mine, wanted a real copy of the book, so I passed and

told him I'd buy a hard copy of the book and leave a review. This is me keeping my promise. Dan

Walsh is one of my favorite authors, and normally writes non-suspense. He has been compared to

Nicholas Sparks, and I would also say he is comparable to Karen Kingsbury. He has done two

novels that leaned toward suspense, and wanted to also get into that genre'. Since his publisher

wouldn't let him write two genre's, he self-published this, his first actual suspense novel. And I loved

it. I hope he still writes the genre' he has become known for, but also keeps up with suspense. I

have read a lot of suspense novels, that being my favorite genre', and I can honestly say Dan held

his own with authors who have been writing it for years. When the book started, there seemed to be

two plots going on and I wondered what they had to do with each other, but it soon became obvious

what they had in common. I thought the plot was genius. People dying mysterious deaths that

seemed natural and not connected, yet they were. I made the mistake of starting the book one

evening when I didn't have time to finish it, and didn't get very far. I did finish it the next night,

though I had to stay up a little past my bed time to do so, but it was so worth it. This was a book

worth reading. Great plot and characters, and though it was a lighter on Christian content than

Dan's other books, it would still classify as Christian. The book had a satisfying conclusion, though I

was sad to see it end. I highly recommend it to suspense readers, though people who don't read

suspense and like Dan's other books, may not enjoy this one.

Fans of the author will understand my enthusiasm for this latest novel of Dan Walsh and be ready

for quite a surprise as he explains this is a departure from his usual trend.We all come to a

crossroad in our life and for Dan, it was the right moment to pen something with a bit more

suspense and adventure. Just released today, 1 November 2014, you will not want to miss it!It goes

without saying however than in true Dan Walsh's fashion, WHEN NIGHT COMES remains a family

read which teens and the older generation (that would be us Folks!) will enjoy immensely with no

sex scenes, no strong language, just the perfect mix of good old fashioned values and of course the

good guys versus bad guys scenario!A riveting story, Dan's latest plot involves action and suspense

on just about every page but also some well learned life lessons about drugs and guns involvement.

Then again we are talking about an accomplished Christian writer who never fails to provide readers

with a great tale and a satisfying conclusion.No need to add anything else unless I wish to reveal

spoilers and that would be unfair!So prepare yourself to enjoy a bit of mystery, a lot of adventure



and even a touch of romance in this 5 stars novel (which ranked # 13 on 's Christian fiction

suspense category already in October!)A note to Dan: Tasteful entertainment, great plot and solid

characters which makes me ask immediately: 'When may we expect the next one?'Disclaimer: I

received a copy of this book from the author as part of it's promotion. I am disclosing this in

accordance with the FTC 16 CFR, Part 255 'Guides concerning the use of endorsements and

testimonials in advertising. I was not asked to write a positive review and all opinions expressed are

entirely my own.

I am a huge Dan Walsh fan. I have loved every single book he has penned. This new gem is unlike

all his other works. It's something vastly different, but magnificently still Dan Walsh. Love it when a

writer takes a new avenue and does something totally opposite of their norm. Dan does't disappoint

with this suspense novel. and to know there will be another coming has me excited to see where

this new genre takes him.I promise I will give nothing away about this novel. You won't get any

details from me. I want you to pick up this novel and experience in the same way I did. Total

excitement!!The plot unfolds like a movie script on the big screen. Dan certainly takes us on a roller

coaster ride. One that you will want to ride over again and again because the thrills just keep

coming.I have to tell you I was over the top excited when Dan asked if I wanted to be a part of this

blog tour introducing his newest gem. Of course I was going to join! I anticipated its arrival and when

it finally arrived I couldn't wait to begin reading. I was absolutely captivated!Once I was into the story

I totally got the title. Oh, the things that happen at night. I must share that the history lover in me

couldn't get enough. I wanted more of the history. Dan gives such a passionate vision that the

reader has the illusion of being present. That's pretty outstanding!Fast paced, intriguing, surprising,

suspense, friendship, betrayal, and a little romance makes this a novel that will keep you reading

into the night. Past and present meet and within that realm lies the thickening plot that threads a

story that leaves you wanting more.Happy Reading!This novel was a gift from Dan Walsh for

sharing my review with you.
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